SMEC snaps up asset management contracts in Chile

25 October 2018

During the month SMEC’s Asset Management operations in South America secured new contracts to the value of AUD1.1 million.

SMEC was awarded two contracts by a large long-term forest client as part of their corporate maintenance strategy. The first contract requires a comprehensive five-week diagnostic program for the largest cellulose plant in Chile. SMEC, working alongside an important consulting group, will assess plant adherence to maintenance processes and their respective maturity level to create a suitable work plan for the subsequent implementation phase.

A second contract will see SMEC provide professional support at the client’s Puerto Iguazú plant and update master data SAP information to the standard defined by the client. A team of asset management specialists from SMEC will be deployed to support and guide the local team. This contract follows previous success SMEC has achieved at five plants in similar works for the client.

One of the principal Chilean copper mining companies has engaged SMEC in two major contracts to support two of their operations located in Chile’s north and south regions. The scope of work includes specialist support in the areas of: maintenance engineering; planning and scheduling; and refurbished processes for spare parts, materials and SAP plant maintenance and materials management. The contracts will be undertaken over an eight-month period.
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For more information about SMEC’s Asset Management services visit www.smec.com/assetmanagement
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